[A bank of protein family images Prof-Image for rapid determination of possible functions of random amino acid sequences].
A bank of images of protein families (PROF IMAGE bank) is developed using early published method and amino acid sequences of 24-th release SWISS-PROT bank (27752 sequences). The method relies on physical-chemical and structural properties of amino acids and on the choice of fragments of protein families for the most discriminate distinction of amino acid sequences of a family from representatives of other families or random sequences. Specifications of the algorithms of building the images, principles of amino acid sequences selection to form protein families, the structure of the bank, and characteristics of images of 163 protein families are described. The data are illustrated by the image of alpha-interferon precursors family. The results of the images comparison with all proteins of the SWISS-PROT bank and ways to use the PROF IMAGE bank for determination of possible functions of amino acid sequences are discussed.